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Key Concepts



An Evening with 
William Shatner*

There is a special kind of art 
and a special kind of science 
that point to each other. In 
this special kind of art and 
science this is what happens:

Science makes data out of 
experience, and then art 
makes experience out of 
that data.



Sustainability
• “…About the accelerating deterioration of 

the human environment and natural 
resources and the consequences of that 
deterioration for economic and social 
development.”

• "Development that meets the needs of the 
present without compromising the ability of 
future generations to meet their own needs.”

- Brundtland Commission (1983)

The field of sustainable 
development has been broken 
down into three conceptual 
parts in support of this 
definition:

Environmental
Economic
Sociopolitical



True Assumptions about the Arts

The Arts serve as a demonstrable community 

and social value building tool and a key driver 
of the reification of individual and community 

identity  

The arts are drivers of local economies with 
financial impacts as high as 4x on the dollar for 

public investment. 

When examined in the greater context of the 

environmental impacts of human activities 

where there is a choice between an arts/cultural 
experience versus other activity, the 

congregating effects of collective experiences 
trends towards improved impact metrics. 
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UN Sustainable Development Goals



Systems Thinking

Understanding how things influence one another within a whole. 

For example: ecosystems in which various elements such as air, 
water, movement, plants, and animals work together to survive or 

perish. 



Wicked Problems

Problems that are difficult or impossible to solve because of 
incomplete, contradictory, and changing requirements that are 

often difficult to recognize. 

Not evil, but resistant to resolution.









Systems Tell Stories About Values























Vox Lumen







Embodied Carbon

Material extraction
Transport
Manufacturing
Transport Again
Use
Disposal

Cradle to Gate

Life Cycle



Plastics

Metals

Battery

Manufactured, often in China

Shipped GLobalLaptop 2000 kWh

Embodied Carbon



Embodied Carbon

Laptop
2000 kWh Embodied Energy =  2300kg CO2e

Email 
4g CO2e

Email with big attachments 
50g CO2e





What is the cost of music in the so-called Anthropocene?

Music streaming has a far 

worse carbon footprint than the 

heyday of records and CDs

- Matt Brennan & Kyle Devine 

The Conversation, April 9, 2019
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With an estimated 78% reduction in emissions as a result of 

eliminating the majority of long-haul air travel through a 

distributed number of connected gathering hubs, moving to 

an online-only streaming format is estimated to reduce 

emissions by over 99% of either a traditional or a hub-based 

in-person format. 

Stream 

7.64 Kg CO2e 

6,968 kg of CO2e31,902 kg of CO2e
Hub ModelTraditional

NAC Green Rooms Streaming



What is the CSPA?



CSPA Quarterly



CSPA Reports



Creative Climate Leadership



Department of Utopian Arts and Letters
a project of public dreaming born out of desires for decolonization, climate justice, and collective liberation. 

It envisions Plural Utopias Of the Future (PUOF), each imagined through the radical thinking of diverse 
artists. DUAL operates within, across, and beyond official governmental and academic departments to 

empower us with visions of the future to work towards and the necessary “curricula” to dismantle the systems 
that stand in our way. It offers a free, public education for thriving futures designed by community expert 

artist “faculty” and organized by counterpart “librarians.”



Creative Green Tools





About the Tools

• Created in 2009 by Julie’s Bicycle – a UK-based 
charity that supports the creative community to act 
on climate change and environmental sustainability

• Built with the philosophy that creative industries 
have a unique ability to drive change

• Designed to be simple and accessible
• Have helped the arts and culture sector in England 

increase its awareness of environmental issues and 
reduce its carbon footprint by 41% over 6 years

• Continuously updated and co-created by the sector



• Built according to the 
demonstrated needs of the 
sector

• Bilingual (EN/FR)

• Welcoming to Indigenous 
users & enriched by 
traditional knowledge

• Accessible

• Inclusive 

• Free

Key Features



• Julie’s Bicycle
• Professional Association of Canadian Theatres (PACT)
• Écoscéno
• The Arctic Cycle
• Associated Designers of Canada (ADC)
• Association Des Professionnels Des Arts De La Scène Du Québec 

(APASQ)
• Association des théâtres francophones du Canada (ATFC)
• Canadian Institute for Theatre Technology (CITT/ICTS)
• Canadian Museums Association (CMA)
• Canadian Network for Arts and Learning (CNAL)
• CAPACOA
• Climate Emergency Unit
• Coalition of Museums for Climate Justice
• English Language Arts Network (ELAN)
• Indigenous Performing Arts Alliance
• le Conseil québécois du théâtre (CQT)
• Music Declares Emergency Canada
• Orchestras Canada
• Canadian Arts Coalition
• Supporting Performing Arts in Rural & Remote Communities (SPARC)

Partners



Benefits of the CG Tools

A solid foundation on 
which to build a wider 

environmental 
framework

A common platform 
facilitates collaboration 
and knowledge sharing 

For some organizations, 
a concrete first step 

towards environmental 
engagement

Increased carbon 
literacy and awareness 

in the sector

Ability to set and 
collaborate on science-

based targets

Community of practice 
and networks of 
engaged cultural 

professionals

Contributes to national 
and international 

benchmarking and data 
sets

Sets an example for 
other sectors, creating a 

positive ripple effect 



sustainablepractice.org/tools



International 
Tools/Guides 

Meet-Ups



Climate Change Theatre Action





CCTA EcoDesign Charrette
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<Edit in Slide Master view: Add your team or unit name here>
<Add your department, faculty or division name here> Tanja Beer introduces ecoscenography to the York students (via Zoom),

and QUT and Griffith students (in person), October 2021

Ecoscenographic Framework (Beer 2021)

Co-creation

…a form of engagement where theatre makers align themselves with place—to

open up to the ‘worlding’ of collaboration that takes into account co-

extensive histories and futures across venues, communities and materials…

Celebration

Ecoscenography nurtures the performance season not as an endpoint, but as

a vibrant and highly visible celebratory mid-point in the creative process.

We celebrate the emergence of the show, and we celebrate the stage as a

platform for the meaningful communion, connection and crosspollination of

culture and ideas…

Circulation

In Ecoscenography theatre materials and ideas are not mindlessly discarded,

but considered as potential resources for sharing and co- creation beyond

the production…Designing with circulation in mind allows theatre makers to

consider how set and costumes may be dismantled and shared for reuse.

Circulation becomes a form of contribution.. (Beer 2021, p. 115, 116, 122-3)

“

”


